Out of work?
Looking to change jobs?
Look no further, Resume
Greppers is here to help!
Using advance technology that our tech-nerds tell us is called
“grep,” we'll pair you up with a job doing technology you’re
already familiar with.
Just listen to these testimonials:
“As I’m aging, I don't want to leave technology altogether, but
I would like to spend more time with my grandchildren and
family. Resume Greppers has been working diligently to find
part-time employment, checking in with me every few months
to make sure I'm alive. One of these days, I'm sure I’ll have
the gig I'm seeking.” – David G. Korn
“After a lifetime of C++, I want something new,
different—something fresh and inspiring. In just 6
weeks Resume Greppers landed me over 150 job
offers. Admittedly, they were all for C++, but with
the success of the C++ programming language I
suppose that’s inevitable. Still, there must be
some opportunities in other languages, and given
how hard they’re working, I have no doubt Resume
Greppers will find that needle in the haystack
soon.” -- Bjarne Stroustrup
“Resume Greppers got me an awesome
job with my mad haxxing skillz! Resume
Greppers rocks!!!!!111” – Biff
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For employers, too!
Enjoy a diversity of candidates from seasoned professionals to noobies and script
kiddies. We staff our team with HR Management graduates, so we know how to
staff anything. Resume Greppers will provide anyone claiming to have the exact
experience you need to fill your openings! Contact us today to learn more!

Resume Greppers
Finding and filling openings for you!

1-900-JKL-GREP · hr.deviousfish.com
With apologies to David Korn, Bjarne Stroustrup, and Larry Wall.

